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A Writer’s Landscape Journal
Although I am particularly drawn to rural areas, my landscapes are generally
 
reflective of places which border small towns rather than of true wilderness.
 Indeed, a number of my paintings have resulted from sketches made within a
 few miles of my home. While I typically
 
paint scenes that offer an alluring  
serenity, there is always present, at least to my mind, the undercurrent that
 these spots may soon be lost to some form of encroachment. Similarly, my still
 life work tends to be of bric-a-brac, empty bottles, things beautiful for their
 own sake. Portrait and figurative painting, on the other hand, require that I
 focus my energies on capturing the 
subject
’s distinguishing characteristic.  
Thus, throughout the painting process, I concentrate on that essence.
All of my landscapes are begun by making preliminary pencil sketches.
 
However, I also sometimes use color photographs for reference. I make color
 and compositional notes on location to serve as primary guides when
 working on paintings back in the studio. Ironically, in recent 
years,
 an  
astigmatism has aided me in my goal to create more impressionistic scenes
 than my previous work. Once I have discerned any crucial structural
 elements, I remove my glasses to blur the image before sketching. This
 
method
 of working, I believe, causes me to rely more on memory, thus  
effecting 
stylized
 and emotive representations.
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